Cast of Characters

The Scrub Club® is a group of seven "soaper-hero" kids that—when summoned from distant space by their fearless, and spotless leader, Ship Shape—join forces to fight off harmful germs and bacteria, teaching children the proper handwashing process along the way.

**Ship Shape** – Ship Shape scours the planet with his high-powered “Bubble Telescope” in search of hands in need of . . . well, a hand.

**Step 1: Hot Shot and Chill** – A brother and sister duo, Hot Shot and Chill turn into hot and cold water faucets and then combine to make the warm water essential for proper handwashing.

**Step 2: Squeaks** – The absent-minded professor of the group, Squeaks turns into various forms of soap, from bars of all sizes to pumps of all kinds.

**Step 3: Taki** – Outgoing and friendly, Taki turns into a clock that counts down the required 20 seconds for thorough handwashing.

**Step 4: Scruff** – Scruff is an intense guy with a heart of gold who reminds kids that hands aren’t clean until the nails are clean.

**Step 5: Tank** – The strong silent type, Tank turns into a sink and serves as a reminder to rinse away germs.

**Step 6: P.T.** – An artsy girl with a dry sense of humor and cool sense of style, P.T. transforms herself into patterned paper towels.

www.scrubclub.org